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A B S T R A C T

Oil well cement paste is a key structural component in wells that should provide mechanical support to the
casing and prevent uncontrolled flow of formation fluids along the wellbore and to the environment. Since
the annular cement paste is subjected to both hydrostatic pressure and to loads from formation or through
the casing, it is important to understand the mechanical behavior and strength of oil well cement pastes
under confining conditions. We study cement specimens cored from test sections that were cemented using a
full-scale batch mixer. The specimens were tested mechanically without confinement and under 10, 20 and
40 MPa confining pressures using a state of the art triaxial test system. Unconfined samples are found to
exhibit linear elastic behavior up to axial strains of approximately 0.2% with an average Young’s modulus
of 14.9 GPa and a Poisson ratio of 0.21. At larger strains, the stress–strain response deviates from the initial
slope, terminating with a brittle shear failure at axial strains of approximately 0.5%. The corresponding average
uniaxial compressive strength is 58 MPa, in good agreement with previously published results. When subjected
to confining pressures of 10 MPa or higher, the cement paste accommodated larger strains at a given level of
deviatoric stress, and maintained its load-carrying capacity through the entire test cycle. The Young’s modulus
for the initial loading phase was found to decrease with increasing confining pressures, and the ultimate
deviatoric stress approached approximately 80 MPa, independent of the magnitude of the confining pressures
used in this study. The results suggest that the main effect of increasing confining pressure is to increase
the sample ductility and the axial strain corresponding to the ultimate deviatoric stress. It is further found
that the confined stress–strain behavior of the oil well cement paste can be described by a simple nonlinear
constitutive equation. The more ductile and flexible response of well cement under relevant confining pressures
is considered to be a positive characteristic of cement as a barrier material for zonal isolation. This study is
based on a commercial well cement slurry that is mixed and placed using field equipment. The results are
therefore considered novel and unique, and can contribute toward improved knowledge and evaluation of
mechanical well cement behavior under realistic, confined conditions.
. Introduction

The cement paste behind casings is an important structural barrier
lement in wells for oil and gas production that should ensure zonal
solation along the annulus and provide mechanical support to the
asing (Nelson and Guillot, 2006). The cement paste is usually placed
ehind the casing or liner by pumping a sequence of fluids, including
ashing fluids, spacer fluids and the cement slurry, down the well

nside the casing (Nelson and Guillot, 2006; Bittleston and Guillot,
991; Bittleston et al., 2002). The fluids flow into the annulus behind
he casing and up toward the surface, displacing the original drilling

∗ Corresponding author at: University of Stavanger, P.O. Box 8600, 4036 Stavanger, Norway.
E-mail address: hans.j.skadsem@uis.no (H.J. Skadsem).

fluid from the annular space. Once in place, the cement slurry gradually
and irreversibly hardens into a solid and low-permeable annular cement
sheath that occupies the narrow and confined space between casing
and formation wall, or between successive casing strings of different
diameter. During its lifetime, the well cement paste is subjected to
hydrostatic pressure as well as mechanical loads due to e.g. pressure-
or mechanically induced casing expansion, or stress changes in the
overburden due to production or fluid injection. In order to assess the
long-term integrity of oil well cement pastes, it is therefore important
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to understand the mechanical properties and strength of cement pastes
under relevant confined conditions (Palou et al., 2014; Le Saout et al.,
2006; Arjomand and Bennett, 2018).

Well cement pastes generally exhibit brittle mechanical response
when compressed under unconfined conditions, and normally fail
abruptly at the unconfined compressive strength (UCS) (Nelson and
Guillot, 2006). The stress–strain behavior is well characterized by linear
elasticity with a Young’s modulus of the order of 1–20 GPa, and a
Poisson ratio of about 0.2. In the presence of confining pressure, such
as the hydrostatic pressure in a well, it is well-known that cement
pastes behave more ductile, often exhibiting strain hardening and
increasing compressive strengths (Nelson and Guillot, 2006; Handin,
1965; Sakai et al., 2016). Hardened cement is also a porous material
that is considered to exhibit poroelastic behavior (Nelson and Guillot,
2006; Ghabezloo et al., 2008). According to Jennings et al. (2002),
hardened cement can possess more than 25% porosity, with pore sizes
spanning from gel pores at the nanometer scale to capillary pores
at the micrometer scale and voids at even larger length scales. The
highly heterogeneous microstructural character of cementitious mate-
rials certainly presents key challenges for accurately describing their
mechanical performance, including: yield criteria, plastic behavior,
failure criteria, as well as underlying failure mechanisms (Eseme et al.,
2007; Bourissai et al., 2013).

Among the first to perform detailed triaxial testing of cement
pastes and sedimentary rocks under simulated downhole conditions
was Handin (1965), Handin and Hager (1957, 1958) and Handin et al.
(1963). These studies included variations in confining pressure, pore
pressure, and temperature, using siltstone, shale, sandstone, limestone,
dolomite rock, anhydrite, and salt rock (halite) in addition to ce-
ment pastes. Generally, marked increases in strength and ability to
deform permanently without fracturing were found with increasing
confinement pressure for all materials tested. Increased pore pressure
and/or temperature generally lead to lower strength. A wide range
of oil well cement pastes were tested up to an effective pressure
(difference between external and internal sample pressure) of 103 MPa
(Handin, 1965). A near linear relationship was found between the
ultimate compressive strength and the effective confining pressure, 𝜎3,
f the form 𝜎1 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝜎3, where 𝑎 is the UCS and 𝑏 an empirical
onstant (≈ 2). Significant ductile behavior (strains larger than 0.2) was
btained already at approximately 21 MPa effective confining pressure.
he UCS of the different cement types measured ⪅ 66 MPa, and at
3 = 103 MPa the ultimate strengths ranged from approximately 207–
45 MPa, being comparable to the strength of relevant sedimentary
ocks under similar pressure conditions (Handin, 1965). The tests were
onducted using a strain rate, �̇� = 1.67 ⋅ 10−4 s−1, and with an effective
ore pressure of 0 as excess fluid was allowed to escape the system
drained condition). Without an escape path for free water (undrained
ondition), confinementment exerted no effect on the cement paste
trength, and no work-hardening was observed. This occurred as the
ore pressure rapidly approached the value of the external confining
ressure due to compaction of the pore space volume.

A linear relationship between ultimate strength and confining pres-
ure was found also by Thiercelin et al. (1998) (𝑏 ≈ 1.6), who studied
hrinkage of neat Class G cement pastes under triaxial testing using
onfining pressures of 0, 10 and 30 MPa, and a loading rate of �̇� =
.025 mm/min and 0.0075 mm/min. By regarding cement paste as a
eakly-bonded porous solid, the test results were used to calibrate
Cam-Clay model for predicting cement paste shrinkage. This soil
echanics approach showed that the strength increase of cement paste

an be linked to a compaction mechanism that occurs under increasing
ean effective stress.

Sakai et al. (2016) tested ordinary Portland cement pastes (OPC)
ith initial porosity of 18% under very high confining pressures, in-

luding 30, 100 and 400 MPa. A similar strain-hardening slope was
ound in the deviatoric stress vs. axial strain plot for all confining
2

ressures tested. Ductility and peak strength increased with confining W
ressure, but no systematic relationship was found. It was therefore
uggested that the ductile strength of the cement paste was limited
y crystal plasticity, rather than frictional cataclastic flow under high
onfinement pressures (Sakai et al., 2016).

More recently, Jimenez et al. (2019) studied the mechanical in-
egrity of well cement pastes under in-situ conditions using a novel
xperimental setup. Young’s modulus and compressive strength were
eported for 1917 kg/m3 cement slurries cured at 27 ◦C and 177 ◦C, and
3 ranging from 20 to 55 MPa. Measurements indicated a fairly constant
oung’s modulus of approximately 10 GPa, and a weak increase in
he compressive strength of the samples with increasing curing and
onfining pressure. Fitting measurements to the Mohr–Coulomb shear
ailure criterion suggested a cohesive strength of approximately 14
Pa and a low friction angle of 𝜙 = 4.9◦ (Jimenez et al., 2019). The

ow friction angle suggests a weak increase in deviatoric strength with
ncreasing confining pressure.

Numerical models can be used to predict the integrity of well
ement pastes under downhole conditions where a fairly complex stress
tate can exist within the annulus cement sheath (Bois et al., 2011;
atel and Salehi, 2019). To support such studies, empirical models of
ement paste stress–strain behavior under varying confining pressures
re developed based on triaxial testing of well cement paste. Li et al.
2019) recently proposed a new stress–strain model encompassing both
niaxial and triaxial test data. Their experiments utilized Class G
ement pastes with various additives and tests were conducted up to
0 MPa confining pressure. The stress–strain response of a compressive
onfinement test was modeled in three stages, from an initial parabolic
oading phase up to the peak stress, to a plateau at the peak level
ollowed by a descending, post-peak softening stage. The experimental
esults presented by Li et al. (2019) suggest an increasing ultimate
trength as the confining pressure increases. Typical uniaxial compres-
ive strengths are of the order of 60 MPa with an abrupt and sudden
ailure at the peak stress level. At confining pressures of 10 MPa and 20
Pa, the ultimate strength increases upward to 80–100 MPa (Li et al.,

019).
The fact that confined cement paste can withstand significant plastic

eformation is a mechanism that is utilized by casing expansion tech-
ologies to close migration paths behind casing (Kupresan et al., 2014;
u et al., 2015; Radonjic et al., 2015; Wolterbeek et al., 2021). In the

tudy by Kupresan et al. (2014), the effectiveness of casing expansion
as investigated in short annulus sections consisting of 2 3/8-in pipes

emented inside 4-in pipes. The cemented annulus had initial perme-
bilities ranging from 0.1 to 10 darcy. The annulus was subsequently
ompressed radially by using an expansion cone to expand the diameter
f the inner pipe by 2 to 8%. The casing expansion was found to reduce
he permeability by several orders of magnitude, and inspection of the
ompressed annulus cement suggested compaction due to pore collapse,
isplacement of pore fluid, and an apparent softening and rehydration
f the cement (Kupresan et al., 2014). More recently, a tool has been
eveloped that performs local casing expansion by pressing hardened
teel fingers into the wall of the inner casing (Cornelissen, 2019).
xtensive laboratory studies of casing expansion indicated densification
f the cement paste and formation of cohesive shear bands as a result
f the local expansion (Wolterbeek et al., 2021).

As suggested by the literature review above, hydrated cement paste
s a highly complex material and several of its microstructural prop-
rties are still in the process of being explored. The purpose of the
resent study is to investigate the effects of confinement on the me-
hanical behavior of cement samples cored from test sections that were
emented using a field cement batch mixer. The focus of the research is
n the stress–strain response at different confining pressures up to 40
Pa, and to study the transition from brittle to predominantly plastic

ielding as the confining pressure increases. The outline of the paper is
s follows. We begin by summarizing the original cementing operation,
he cement slurry properties and the curing conditions in Section 2.
e present the coring program and subsequent characterization of core
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Table 1
Cement slurry composition.

Ingredient Quantity

Class G cement 100 kg/100 kg
KCl brine 37.28 l/100 kg
Fluid loss additives 4.5 l/100 kg
Free water control additive 3.5 l/100 kg
Retarder 1 l/100 kg
Defoamer 0.1 l/100 kg

plugs in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. The mechanical measurements
are detailed in Section 5 followed by a presentation of the results
obtained from uniaxial strength tests and the triaxial test program in
Sections 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. Measurements of stress and strain
under confined conditions are fitted to a nonlinear constitutive model
in Section 7. Finally, we end the paper by summarizing the main results
and provide our conclusion.

2. Cementing operation

The cement paste samples used in this study were cored from
casing-annulus test sections that were cemented in November 2017
as part of a full-scale fluid displacement and cementing experiment.
The main purpose of these experiments was to study the cement slurry
placement process, and possible effects of sudden hole enlargements
on the hydrated cement paste quality. Cementing was performed using
a conventional Class G cement paste with standard additives such
as retarder, defoamer and stabilizer. After cementing and curing, the
cement quality was probed by a series of pressure and flow tests,
followed by dissection of the sections into shorter segments. Several
hydrated cement paste cores were retrieved from these test sections
in 2020 and 2021 for the present triaxial strength testing of oil well
cement pastes. A summary of the cementing operation and curing is
provided below and additional details are given by Skadsem et al.
(2019).

Cementing experiments were performed in a total of four annulus
test sections that were constructed at Ullrigg Test Centre in 2017. The
test sections consisted of two joints 7-in (177.8 mm) tubing placed
inside 9 5/8-in (244.5 mm) casing. The assemblies were inclined to 85◦

from the vertical, resulting in near-horizontal cementing conditions. An
overhead view of the test sections prior to cementing is provided in
Fig. 1. The assemblies were wrapped in wool insulation and draped in
plastic to provide protection from ambient temperature variations and
to retain some of the heat generated by the curing process.

Two fluids were used as part of the cementing experiments: A water-
based spacer fluid consisting of a polymeric viscosifier and barite as
weighting material, and a conventional class G cement slurry. The
fluids were injected into the test assemblies by feeding fluid from the
mixing compartments in the batch mixer to one of the mud pumps at
Ullrigg Test Centre. A wiper ball was mounted inside the 7-in tubing
and ensured physical separation of the spacer and the cement slurry
during injection inside the tubing. Cement slurry was injected into the
relevant sections at a constant rate of 800 l/min. At the end of the
injection phase, the inner tubing and the annulus between tubing and
casing were filled with cement slurry.

The cement slurry recipe is provided in Table 1. As indicated
in the table, a KCl brine was used for the mixing water. The salt
concentration corresponded to 3% KCl by weight of cement slurry. The
motivation for adding salt to the mixing water was to use the electrical
conductivity of the cement slurry as a marker for monitoring the
spacer displacement and cement placement using conductivity probes
mounted at designated positions along the test sections, and at the
outlet. The cement slurry was mixed at the site of the cementing
experiments using a standard offshore type batch mixer with 2 mixing
compartments, each with capacity of 8 m3 fluid. The cement slurry
3

Fig. 1. View of the four test assemblies draped in insulation and plastic covers.

was mixed in one of the compartments, while the spacer fluid was
agitated in the second compartment. The mass density and viscosity
of the cement slurry were measured by sampling the slurry from the
mixing tank. The mass density was measured to be 1910 kg/m3 using
a mud balance, while the viscosity was measured with a standard Fann
35 viscometer. These measurements are shown in Fig. 2. Also shown in
the figure is a Bingham plastic model, 𝜏 = 𝜏𝑦 + 𝜇𝑝�̇�, with 𝜏 denoting
the shear stress and �̇� the shear rate. A least squares fitting to the
Fann 35 measurements gave a yield stress 𝜏𝑦 = 1.4 Pa and a plastic
viscosity 𝜇𝑝 = 0.15 Pa s. The coefficient of determination, 𝑅2, is larger
than 0.99 for this parametrization, suggesting good agreement between
the two-parameter model and the measurements. The relatively small
yield stress implies that the slurry was predominantly viscous with only
minor viscoplastic behavior.

Once injection was complete, the assemblies were connected to
the water main source, and cured under approximately 6 bar water
pressure. The exothermic reaction in the cement ensured elevated
curing temperature for several days. The maximum curing temper-
ature measured at the exterior of the outer casing and underneath
the insulation was close to 70 ◦C, more than 60 ◦C above the aver-
age ambient temperature; this maximum temperature was measured
approximately 30.5 h after cementing (Skadsem et al., 2019). The
temperature decreased gradually over the following days, reaching
40 ◦C approximately 80 h after cementing. In all, the assemblies were
allowed to cure for 7 days before a series of pressure and flow tests
were performed to measure the permeability of the cemented annuli.
The assemblies were then sectioned into shorter segments that have
been stored outside for 2 years prior to extracting cores from the cement
inside the tubing. The segments were stored unprotected and exposed
to the local weather conditions during these years in storage, i.e. both
cold (freezing) conditions during winter time and warmer (> 20 ◦C)
periods during the summer months.
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Fig. 2. Fann 35 measurements of the cement slurry prior to injection into the test
assemblies. The solid line is the corresponding Bingham plastic fit to the measurements.

Fig. 3. Specimen preparation process: (a) Coring of cement samples and (b) sizes of
cores recovered for testing.

3. Coring program

Cores for this study were cut from one of the shorter segments
mentioned in the previous section, using coring bits of either 2-in
(50.8 mm) or 1.5-in (38.1 mm) bit diameter. As shown in Fig. 3a, cores
were drilled from the hydrated cement paste inside the 7-in (177.8 mm)
tubing.

The nomenclature used for identification of cores is of the form X-
CPY, where X denotes the axial position the core was retrieved from.
The second identifier, Y, denotes the order in which the cores from the
given section were cut (i.e. 1 being the first core cut from the given axial
position). Table 2 present an overview of the cores, their dimensions
and the mechanical measurements performed on each sample. The
coring was performed in November 2019. Three additional cores, 9-
CPY, were cut in 2020 specifically for micro-computed tomography
analysis, reported in Section 4.2.

Additional cement material that was collected during the coring
program was used for chemical characterization of the cement using
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and X-ray diffraction (XRD). The
TGA was performed using a 10 mg cement sample. The test was per-
formed in nitrogen atmosphere, starting with a constant temperature
of 35 ◦C for 60 min, followed by a gradual temperature increase up to
1000 ◦C at a rate of 10 ◦C per minute. Measurements of the sample
weight percent as function of temperature (TG) and the change in
weight percent per unit time, or first derivative (DTG) are presented
in Fig. 4. The measurements show that the main phases of cement
are calcium sulfate (C-S-H) and portlandite. The calcite content of
0.62% in the sample suggests that only minor chemical degradation
may have occurred within the material. XRD measurements were per-
formed for deflection angles 2𝜃 between 8◦ and 90◦ with the detector
4

Table 2
Physical dimensions and confining pressure conditions for strength measurements.
All listed cores were also subject to measurement of ultrasonic p-wave velocity
measurement.

Core Length Diameter Testing conditions

(mm) (mm) Unconfined Confined

1-CP1 100.1 50.0 10 MPa
1-CP2 100.0 50.0 40 MPa
2-CP1 99.9 50.0 10 MPa
3-CP1 99.9 50.1 10 MPa
4-CP1 99.9 50.1 �
4-CP2 99.9 50.2 20 MPa
5-CP1 100.6 50.2 �
5-CP2 100.4 50.1 40 MPa
6-CP1 99.9 50.1 �
7-CP1 100.0 50.2 20 MPa
7-CP2 99.4 50.1 40 MPa
8-CP1 100.3 50.0 20 MPa

Fig. 4. Thermogravimetric analyses for two material samples of cement collected as
part of the coring program.

configured at 40 kV and 25 μA. The diffraction patterns for both
samples are shown in Fig. 5, where good repeatability is observed
across the two samples. The peaks in the diffraction patterns correspond
to the main hydrated phases of early-age cement. The presence of alite,
ettringite, tobermorite and belite show that the hydration process was
still on-going in the cement, albeit at an advanced stage. The high
portlandite content indicated by both TGA and XRD suggests a low rate
of carbonation, which also agrees with the low calcite concentration.
These observations suggest that the material composition of the cement
samples corresponded to that of relatively young cement, exhibiting
little or no material degradation.

4. Initial characterization of core plugs

4.1. Ultrasonic measurements

Prior to mechanical testing, all core plugs were subjected to ultra-
sonic testing, a method that can be used to detect features such as
fractures or fissures in the material. The p-wave velocity tests were
conducted using a New England Research (NER) equipment controlled
by an Autolab 6.0a software and equipped with a Tektronix TDS 3012C
oscilloscope. The sensor frequency was 100 MHz, sample frequency
was 1.25 GS/s and timing precision of 4 ns/div–10 s/div. Moreover,
32 traces were averaged to create the waveform.

Fig. 6 presents example wave responses for three core plugs re-
trieved from different positions along the test assembly. The wave form
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Fig. 5. X-ray diffraction response showing the identification of cement phase peaks for deflection angles 2𝜃 between 8◦ and 90◦.
Fig. 6. Example of ultrasonic pulse velocity response for cores 4-CP1, 5-CP1 and 6-CP1.

Table 3
Ultrasonic p-wave velocity and transit time for the core plugs in Table 2.

Core P-wave velocity (m/s) Transit time (10−4 s)

1-CP1 3461 1.44
1-CP2 3440 1.45
2-CP1 3489 1.43
3-CP1 3467 1.44
4-CP1 3510 1.43
4-CP2 3488 1.44
5-CP1 3480 1.44
5-CP2 3457 1.45
6-CP1 3460 1.47
7-CP1 3482 1.44
7-CP2 3438 1.46
8-CP1 3476 1.43

and characteristics such as first arrival and attenuation are seen to be
similar for these cores. Results of p-wave and transit time for all the
cores are presented in Table 3, and we note that the acoustic velocities
listed in Table 2 are in the upper range of the interval 3000–3400 m/s
specified for early-age neat Class G by Nelson and Guillot (2006).

4.2. Micro-CT imaging

To further probe the internal structure of the cement paste, three
specimens, 9-CP1, 9-CP2 and 9-CP3, were scanned using X-ray micro-
computed tomography (micro-CT). A Zeiss-Xradia 510 Versa was used
5

Fig. 7. Oil well cement paste specimen placed between X-ray source and detector.

for the scans, and the scanning conditions were as follows: 160 kV
voltage, 0.4X objective lens (macro lens), and 1601 projection images
at 1.1 s exposure time, leading to a total scan time of around 5 h
per specimen. Fig. 7 shows a cement sample between the X-ray source
and detector. Following reconstruction with a typical filtered back-
projection method, approximately 2160 slices with 1024 by 1024 pixels
were obtained, with a voxel volume of 45.1 μm3. An edge-preserving
filter called non-local means, available as a FIJI plugin, was applied in
order to reduce image noise, as presented in Fig. 8. Segmentation is
a step in image processing and analysis in which a region of interest
(ROI) is distinguished from the rest of the image, in this case pores and
flaws in the cement. Pores and flaws appear as the darkest voxels in
the image since they make up the least dense phase of the material.
The segmentation process is done by thresholding, where the threshold
defines the cut-off in the gray-value range of the image voxel intensity
histogram for each ROI. Table 4 shows the void fraction obtained for
the three specimens analyzed.

The specimens are seen to be highly uniform with very little iden-
tified void volume. As shown in Fig. 3a and as discussed above, the
cement cores were all retrieved from inside the inner 7-in tubing,
where a wiper ball was used to separate cement slurry from the in-
situ spacer fluid during placement of cement. Since the samples appear
highly uniform and with little or no flaws, there was likely very
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Fig. 8. (a) Slice of 9-CP1 scan and (b) the same slice with a non-local means filter applied.
Table 4
Results of micro-computed tomography analysis.
Core plug Analyzed volume (mm3) Detected void volume (mm3) Detected voids fraction (%)

9-CP1 100 682.3 17.5 0.0174
9-CP2 107 524.2 6.9 0.0064
9-CP3 101 827.6 1.2 0.0012
Fig. 9. Three-dimensional reconstruction of sample 9-CP1 with projection of bulk
cement paste and voids.

limited contamination of cement by the spacer fluid. The cement cores
are therefore considered representative of hardened cement with no
significant traces of contamination by other well fluids (see Fig. 9).

5. Mechanical testing

The machine used for mechanical testing of the cores was a MTS
triaxial testing system model 815 with a compression load capacity of
2700 kN and a confining pressure capacity of 80 MPa, equipped with
a MTS flex test 60 controller. For the unconfined compression tests, a
two-step procedure was adopted. The first step was controlled by the
axial extensometer with deformation at a strain rate of 0.00005 s−1

until the axial load reached 40 kN (about 40% of the material strength
in UCS tests). The second step was controlled by the circumferential
displacement of the sample at a strain rate of 0.00005 s−1 until failure
was detected.
6

For the confined tests, the triaxial cell vessel was closed and then
filled with Mobil Mobiltherm 605 fluid. Prior to testing, all specimens
went through a rigorous preparation process, where self-fusing sili-
cone electrical tape and a heat-shrinkable FEP membrane were used
(Fig. 10a). Two axial and one circumferential extensometer were also
connected to the cores before commencing the mechanical test, see
Fig. 10b. The heat-shrinkable membrane was used to prevent direct
contact between confining fluid and the test specimen, thereby pre-
venting potential damage to the specimen that could have affected
its behavior. After filling the triaxial cell, the confining pressure was
applied at a rate of 2 MPa/min to the pre-defined values of 10, 20 or
40 MPa. The subsequent test protocol was the same as that used for the
unconfined tests. Three samples were prepared and tested under each of
the three confining pressures 10, 20 and 40 MPa. The mechanical tests
were performed with the cores in their original condition, following
coring from the cemented test sections. The tests were performed under
undrained conditions, where pore fluid would not escape the cores.
For porous and weak material in particular, drained or undrained
conditions may affect the mechanical strength of the specimen. Due
to these specimens appearing uniform and not visibly degraded, it
was assumed that the specific test condition would not significantly
influence the strength measurements.

6. Results

6.1. Uniaxial compressive strength testing

As specified in Table 2, three cement paste cores were selected for
uniaxial or unconfined compression tests. The recorded axial stress as
function of axial strain (positive), 𝜀1, and lateral strain (negative), 𝜀3, is
shown in Fig. 11, where also the average linear elastic Young’s modulus
has been estimated from the measurements below axial strains of 0.2%.
Note that here, and in the remainder of the study, we adopt the rock
mechanics sign convention where compressive stresses and compressive
strains are positive.

The three cores display very similar linear elastic responses with
an average Young’s modulus of 14.9 GPa based on the initial stress
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Fig. 10. Specimen preparation process: (a) the ∅ 50 mm × 100 mm cylindrical
specimen with the self-fusing silicone electrical tape (1) and heat shrinkable FEP
membrane (2) and (b) specimen positioned in the MTS triaxial testing machine with
the circumferential (1) and axial (2) extensometers.

Fig. 11. Measurements of axial and lateral strains for increasing axial stress in the
unconfined, uniaxial compression tests. The compressive, axial strain is positive while
the tensile, lateral strain is negative.

response. This value is close to that found by e.g. Jimenez et al. (2019)
and Li et al. (2019). Deviations from the initial linear behavior is
observed starting from approximately 0.2% axial strain, or some 30
MPa axial stress. The unconfined compressive strength is found to vary
from 53 MPa to 67.4 MPa, with an average of approximately 58 MPa.
These values are of equal magnitude and similar to those previously
reported by Li et al. (2019) and also by Thiercelin et al. (1998). In all
three cases, the compressive shear failure is abrupt and follows a stage
of nonlinear stress–strain behavior, as seen in Fig. 11.

Fig. 12 shows the axial strain as function of the measured volumetric
strain for the unconfined tests in Fig. 11. Here and in the following, the
volumetric strain is defined as 𝜀𝑣𝑜𝑙 = 𝜀1 + 2𝜀3. The cores fail at axial
strains of approximately 0.45–0.5% with a corresponding volumetric
strain in excess of 0.2%. The relatively small strain carrying capacity
in the absence of confinement is anticipated and expected for cement
pastes. In Fig. 12, we also fit a linear curve to the lower strain and
linear elastic regime. Since the Poisson ratio is defined as the ratio of
lateral to axial strains, 𝜈 = −𝜀3∕𝜀1, it is expected that the volumetric
and axial strains be related by 𝜀𝑣𝑜𝑙 = (1 − 2𝜈)𝜀1 under ideal elastic
loading conditions. Therefore one may estimate Poisson’s ratio from the
slope of the linear curve. The Poisson’s ratio was estimated as 𝜈 ≈ 0.21
7

Fig. 12. Axial and volumetric strain for the unconfined tests. The dashed line
corresponds to 𝜀𝑣𝑜𝑙 = (1 − 2𝜈)𝜀1 with 𝜈 = 0.21.

based on the three tested unconfined specimens. This value is similar
to those reported by Li et al. (2019).

6.2. Triaxial compressive tests

The stress–strain measurements acquired under different confining
pressures are provided in Fig. 13, where also the unconfined mea-
surements are repeated for comparison. The tests performed with a
confining pressure all show a significant strain hardening phase prior to
reaching the ultimate deviatoric stress. While the unconfined samples
failed at axial strain of approximately 0.5%, a significant increase in the
strain at the ultimate deviatoric stress is now observed. Interestingly,
the ultimate deviatoric stress is seen to be approximately 80 MPa for
all tests performed with a confining pressure. That is, no significant
frictional strengthening is observed with increasing confining pressure.
Further, while all cement paste samples tested at unconfined condi-
tions experienced clear shear failure, none of the samples at 10 MPa
confining pressures or higher did so. The stress–strain curves instead
show a prolonged plastic phase with apparently no loss of load-carrying
capacity up to the point of termination of the test. The measurements
generally suggest very good reproducibility.

The dashed straight lines in Fig. 13 once again indicate the esti-
mated Young’s modulus from the early phase of the tests, and we now
observe a weakly decreasing value with increasing confining pressures;
we estimate Young’s moduli of respectively 13.8 GPa, 12.8 GPa and
11.1 GPa at confining pressures of 10 MPa, 20 MPa and 40 MPa.
Combined with the unconfined estimate of 14.9 GPa, we conclude that
increasing confining pressure leads to a decrease in Young’s modulus
in these samples.

Plots of axial and volumetric strains are shown in Fig. 14. Measure-
ments up to an axial strain of 1% were used as a basis for determining
the Poisson ratios. Compared to 0.21 in the unconfined case, the values
were here calculated as 0.19, 0.17 and 0.1 at confining pressures of 10,
20 and 40 MPa, respectively. Thus, and as per the Young’s modulus, the
Poisson ratio is found to decrease with increasing confining pressures.
It is further noted that the samples undergo volumetric compression
throughout most of the loading. Only at the highest confining pressure
tested did the cement paste exhibit a weakly dilating stage past the
ultimate deviatoric stress before the test was terminated. Further, plots
of the deviatoric stress as function of volumetric strain is shown in
Fig. 15 for measurements at 10, 20 and 40 MPa confining pressure.
As seen from these plots, the samples appear to deform more easily
at higher confining pressures so that the volumetric strain at a given
deviatoric stress increases with increasing confining pressure. These
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Fig. 13. Measurements of axial and lateral strains for increasing deviatoric stresses at unconfined conditions (UCS) and at three different confining pressures. The stress–strain
curves are terminated after the ultimate deviatoric stress when the stress decreases to 98.5% of the maximum value. As detailed in Table 2 and as seen in the figure, three cores
have been tested at each level of confining pressure.
observations suggest an increased softening or ductility of the cement as
the confining pressure increases, reflected both in the reducing Young’s
modulus and the increasing volumetric strain.

As discussed by e.g. Paterson and Wong (2005), brittle-to-ductile
transitions at low temperatures involve a combination of cataclas-
tic flow mechanisms and crystal plasticity. Cataclastic flow describes
permanent material deformation by fracturing of the material into
fragments and the relative movement of the fragments. This deforma-
tion is pressure-sensitive due to the normal force that acts between
fragments and determines the sliding friction. Depending on the initial
porosity of the material, cataclastic flow can be associated with either
dilatancy or a net compaction (Paterson and Wong, 2005). The other
main deformation mechanism, crystal plasticity, is associated with per-
manent deformation within the grains of the material. The deformation
is essentially volume-preserving and independent of the confining pres-
sure (Paterson and Wong, 2005). In the study by Sakai et al. (2016), the
ultimate deviatoric stresses at 30 MPa and 100 MPa confining pressure
tended toward the same stress level, similar to our observations in
Fig. 13. This observation was attributed to crystal plasticity and that the
plastic strength of cement hydrates limited the deviatoric stress at these
confining pressures (Sakai et al., 2016). Turning to the results presented
above, Fig. 15 shows a pronounced compaction of the samples, most
likely due to shear-enhanced compaction of pores in the cement. Based
on the results of the micro-CT scans, the cement cores have a low con-
centration of macropores and no detectable flaws. The volumetric strain
observed in Fig. 15 is therefore mainly attributed to a combination of
elastic compression of the cement matrix and compaction of small gel
pores and capillary pores that are not identified in the micro-CT images.
For the reasons mentioned above, i.e. no significant pressure-sensitivity
in the ultimate deviatoric stress, and a net compaction throughout
the test cycle, the observed brittle-to-ductile transition in Fig. 13 does
not easily categorize as either cataclastic flow or purely crystal plastic
deformation. Consequently, further work is required to better explain
the mechanisms behind the transition from brittle to ductile behavior
observed in these cement paste samples.
8

6.3. Current study limitations and uncertainty

It should be pointed out that the cement specimens used for the
above measurements were cured at surface, and that mechanical tests
were done at room temperature. These conditions may have affected
mechanical properties of the cores tested in this study, and causing
the quantitative stress–strain curves presented above to differ from
actual downhole behavior of the same cement system. Further, the
core material was all sourced from the cement inside the inner tubing,
and both visual inspections and the micro-CT scans indicate no visible
contamination of the cores by the water-based spacer fluid that origi-
nally occupied the test sections. Thus, the current results apply to neat
and homogeneous cement cores with few or no intrusions of foreign
material. Finally, and as pointed out in Section 2, the cemented test
cells were sectioned into shorter segments at the end of the cementing
operation and stored uncovered outside, exposed to local weather
conditions. While chemical characterization of the cement by TGA and
XRD did not reveal any obvious alterations to the composition of the
hardened cement, storage conditions could still affect the mechanical
properties of the cement over time. We consider these as the most
relevant sources of uncertainty when comparing results presented in
this study and actual downhole behavior.

7. Stress–strain model for confined well cement

The transition observed in Fig. 13, from a maximum deviatoric
stress of 𝜎𝑢𝑐𝑠 ≈ 58 MPa at unconfined conditions, to an ultimate
deviatoric stress of approximately 80 MPa under confining conditions,
suggests an empirical model of the form

𝜎1 − 𝜎3 = 𝜎𝑢𝑐𝑠 +
𝑎𝜎3

1 + 𝑎𝜎3
(𝑏 − 𝜎𝑢𝑐𝑠) (1)

for the ultimate deviatoric stress. Here 𝜎3 is the confining pressure,

𝜎𝑢𝑐𝑠 is the uniaxial compressive strength, and 𝜎1 is the largest principal
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Fig. 14. Axial and volumetric strains measured at different confining pressures. Note
that the volumetric strain is here measured relative to the start of the deviatoric loading
phase.

Fig. 15. Volumetric strain for samples tested under confining pressure. Note that the
olumetric strain is here measured relative to the start of the deviatoric loading phase.

tress, taken as the sum of the applied axial stress and the confining

ressure. The two fitting parameters 𝑎 and 𝑏 describe respectively the

ransition region toward the asymptotic strength value, and the value
9

Fig. 16. Plot of the unconfined and confined strength measurements in terms of the
normalized octahedral normal and shear stresses. The solid line is the least squares fit
of the empirical relation in Eq. (1) with 𝑎 = 0.36 MPa−1 and 𝑏 = 84.15 MPa.

Fig. 17. Variation of axial strain at ultimate deviatoric stress with confining pressure.
The axial strain at failure for the unconfined test samples are also indicated in the
figure.

of the asymptotic ultimate deviatoric stress. To fit the equation to our
measurements, we take 𝜎𝑢𝑐𝑠 = 58 MPa based on the average UCS values
and we fit 𝑎 and 𝑏 by minimizing the squared residuals between model
and measurements. The best fit corresponds to 𝑏 = 84.15 MPa and
𝑎 = 0.36 MPa−1. The result is illustrated by the solid line in Fig. 16,
where the points correspond to the uniaxial and triaxial measurements
presented above. In the figure, the ultimate deviatoric stress is plotted
as function of the octahedral mean and shear stresses, 𝜎𝑜𝑐𝑡 and 𝜏𝑜𝑐𝑡,
respectively. These are defined through the stress invariants 𝐼1 = 𝜎1 +
𝜎2 + 𝜎3 and 𝐽2 =

[

(𝜎1 − 𝜎2)2 + (𝜎1 − 𝜎3)2 + (𝜎2 − 𝜎3)2
]

∕6 as 𝜎𝑜𝑐𝑡 = 𝐼1∕3
nd 𝜏𝑜𝑐𝑡 =

√

2𝐽2∕3.
The proposed empirical correlation is seen to capture the transition

from the lower deviatoric strength at unconfined conditions, corre-
sponding to the measurements at the lowest octahedral mean stress,
to the plateau in ultimate deviatoric stress when subjected to confining
pressure.

Further, when it comes to the axial strain that corresponds to the
ultimate deviatoric stress, 𝜀𝑐 , we plot results for both unconfined and
confined conditions in Fig. 17. The solid line is a linear curve fit to
the measurements at 10 MPa and higher confining pressures, given by

𝜀𝑐 = (1.38 + 0.04𝜎3)%, with 𝜎3 the confining pressure.
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Fig. 18. Stress–strain measurements for all tests with a confining pressure. The
deviatoric stress is here normalized by the ultimate deviatoric stresses, 𝜎𝑐 , while the
strain is normalized by the strain at ultimate deviatoric stress, 𝜀𝑐 . The solid line
corresponds to the nonlinear stress–strain model in Eq. (2) with 𝑟 = 1.5.

Next, by normalizing the stress–strain measurements to the ultimate
deviatoric stress under confinement, 𝜎𝑐 ≈ 80 MPa, and to the axial
strain corresponding to the ultimate deviatoric stress level, 𝜀𝑐 , the

easurements collapse toward a single curve, as shown in Fig. 18. The
olid line in the figure is the nonlinear stress–strain model proposed
y (Popovics, 1973):
𝜎
𝜎𝑐

= 𝑥𝑟
𝑟 − 1 + 𝑥𝑟

, (2)

here 𝜎 denotes the deviatoric stress, and 𝑥 = 𝜀∕𝜀𝑐 is the ratio of axial
train 𝜀 to the strain at the ultimate stress 𝜀𝑐 , and 𝑟 = (1 − 𝜎𝑐∕(𝜀𝑐𝐸))−1

here 𝐸 is the unconfined Young’s modulus, set to 14.9 GPa based on
he data in Fig. 11. The least squares fit to seven data sets gives a value
f 𝑟 = 1.5, corresponding to the solid line in Fig. 18. The collapse of the
easurements onto this single curve suggests that the relatively simple

onstitutive Eq. (2) can be used to model the confined stress and strain
ehavior of the well cement studied herein. Finally, from the definition
f 𝑟, it is observed that for these data sets, 𝜎𝑐∕𝜀𝑐 = 𝐸𝑠𝑒𝑐 ≈ 𝐸∕3, or 𝑛 =

𝐸∕𝐸𝑠𝑒𝑐 ≈ 3, where 𝐸𝑠𝑒𝑐 is the secant modulus at the ultimate deviatoric
stress. The same range for 𝑛 is suggested for instance for mortars with
ltimate deviatoric stress of approximately 76 MPa (Popovics, 1973),
hich is similar to the ultimate level in most of our confinement tests.

Thus, to conclude this section, the normalized confined stress–strain
easurements are considered to be well-represented by the nonlinear
odel in Eq. (2), which is a smooth model covering the initial elastic
hase to the ultimate deviatoric stress and beyond. To put the model
n dimensional form, 𝜎𝑐 ≈ 80 MPa for the current cement samples
t confined conditions, while the results in Fig. 17 can be used to
pproximate 𝜀𝑐 for different confining pressures.

. Summary and conclusions

The mechanical behavior and ultimate deviatoric strength of oil well
ement pastes under confining pressures up to 40 MPa were studied.
he samples were cored from test sections that had been cemented
ith an oil well cement slurry prepared in a full-scale offshore batch
ixer. Initial characterization of core plugs using acoustic measure-
ents, chemical analyses and micro-CT scans show small variations

n bulk properties. Unconfined cement samples are found to exhibit
inear elastic behavior up to axial strain of approximately 0.2% with
n average Young’s modulus of 14.9 GPa and Poisson ratio of 0.21. At
arger strains, the stress–strain response deviates from the initial slope,
10

erminating with brittle shear failure at axial strains of approximately
0.5%. The corresponding average uniaxial compressive strength is 58
MPa.

Confining pressure resulted in markedly different stress–strain be-
havior, as expected. At confining pressures of 10 MPa or higher, the
cement paste samples exhibited a deviatoric stress plateau and contin-
ued plastic deformation with no apparent loss in load-carrying capacity.
The magnitude of the peak deviatoric stress reached a level of approxi-
mately 80 MPa for all samples tested under confining pressures greater
than 10 MPa and up to 40 MPa. Increased confining pressure was found
to also reduce the Young’s modulus and the Poisson ratio of the cement,
suggesting an effectively softer response at higher confining pressure.
Finally, our results suggest the confined stress–strain behavior of well
cement can be parameterized by the simple, normalized Eq. (2) that
can be implemented into numerical simulations of well cement under
relevant confined conditions.

While cements are generally brittle while unconfined, we observe
a distinct transition toward ductile and softer response under confine-
ment. The more ductile and flexible response of well cement under
relevant confining pressures is considered to be a positive character-
istic of cement as a barrier material for zonal isolation. In fact, new
casing expansion technologies developed for treating annular migration
paths and sustained-casing pressure problems rely on the capacity
of confined annular cement to sustain significant mechanical strains
without failing. An important result of this study, namely that the
confined stress–strain behavior of well cement can be described by a
simple dimensionless equation, can be used for numerical modeling of
cement behavior under downhole conditions. Future work will seek to
further explore effects of confinement on cement behavior within the
framework of poromechanics and will include effects of porosity and
long-term loading.
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